The Synthi A and AKS are exactly the same as the VCS3 except that they are housed in a thin plastic briefcase for enhanced portability with a small touchpad keyboard activated by the 50 Hz-hum in our fingers. The Synthi A was also known as the "Portabella". The AKS model adds a 256 step on-board monophonic digital sequencer and a 30-note touchplate keyboard. It has three oscillators and a unique
patch system. Instead of patch wires the VCS3 uses a patchbay grid in which the synth components are laid out and signal routing is accomplished by placing small pins into the appropriate slots. The VCS3 was in actuality a modular type synthesizer reduced down to an extremely portable size. It generates familiar sci-fi sounds Dr. Who and other truly analog sounds. After ten minutes of warming up the oscillators become pretty stable. There's a Noise Generator 2 Input Amplifiers 1 Ring Modulator 1 Voltage Controlled Low Pass Filter VCF 1 Trapezoid Envelope Generator Joy-Stick Controller Voltage Controlled Spring Reverb unit and 2 Stereo Output Amplifiers. What is important about the portable line of EMS synths is that they were super miniaturized and fairly sophisticated for their time. The patching grid system made patching easier and allowed the unit to take up a lot less space. Both were released in 1971 two years after the launch of the VCS3. It should be noted that the case mounting of the AKS can be very precarious. The mounting is prone to fail and therefore any used units should be examined carefully to see if this common problem exists before buying. Many of these EMS synths have been used by Brian Eno Pink Floyd Stereolab Yes Aphex Twin Autechre Jean-Michel Jarre Astral Projection Vince Clarke The Who Todd Rundgren Recoil Freddy Fresh Ultravox and many more. CONTAINS 410 WAV SAMPLES. THESE SOUNDS WERE RECORDED AND INDIVIDUALLY PROCESSED BY PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS USING PRO TOOLS FOR THE BEST SAMPLE QUALITY AVAILABLE. ALL SAMPLES ARE IN 44.1KHZ/16 BIT WAV FILES FOR ANY HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE SAMPLER THAT WORK WITH .WAV FILES. HARDWARE & SOFTWARE COMPATABILITY PRO TOOLS CUBASE CAKEWALK ADOBE AUDITION RECYCLE SONAR REASON ACID EXS 24 GIGASTUDIO SAMPLETANK HALION KONTAKT WAVELAB SOUND FORGE VEGAS FRUITY LOOPS NATIVE INSTRUMENTS COOL EDIT AKAI SAMPLERS MPC 2000 4000 1000. KORG TRITON KURZWEIL K2000 2500 2600 ASR10 ASR-X ROLAND SAMPLERS MC 909 SP 808 MV 8000 YAMAHA SAMPLERS AND ANY INSTRUMENT OR PROGRAM THAT READS WAV FILES. STEP YOUR GAME UP WITH THESE PROFESSIONAL DRUMS & SOUNDS THIS WILL ALLOW YOU TO GAIN THAT UNIQUE SOUND THAT YOU'VE BEEN CRAVING FOR SO LONG. Please note that sound kits are delivered electronically. Payments are made through Paypal and download links instantly sent to you via email. Once payment is approved a link containing information for your purchase will be emailed to the email address registered under your paypal account. If enabled please make sure to check your spam filter especially if you are a Hotmail or Yahoo user. Tags: ems synthi aks 410 wav samples mpc fl studio,
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